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Advantages of Partnering With TrimTec
• LITE Concept
ISA LITE index provide water and energy savings rates for every leather or label.
• The Most Advanced RSL System
ISA TanTec works with its partners in the chemical industry to eliminate or significantly reduce the
chemicals we believe are potentially problematic in the future from the supply chain, without
sacrificing the performance of our leather. This system along with the Restricted Substance List,
applies to ALL of its products, for ALL of its customers, at ALL times.
• “A” Rated Traceability to the Meat Processing Facility
All leathers used in label production can be traced to the meat processing facility. ISA TanTec only
purchases raw material from LWG Gold rated tanneries.

TrimTec

• The Only Tannery Member of Sustainable Apparel Coalition (SAC)
The first and only tannery to join SAC to share and extend sustainable futures for our brands.
• Quality and Consistency / Consistency within All Production Locations
Stable material supply base from LWG Gold rated tanneries, 100% internal finish label inspection, and
control over the entire supply chain.
• Global Manufacturing Footprint (Local Delivery Door to Door)
4 production locations include the USA, Vietnam, China and Italy covering all main global production
areas.
• Vertically Integrated Production
Producing labels full cycle from wet blue to the finished label ensuring a high rate of label and leather
availability.
• Global Brand Base
Clients are famous brands worldwide.
• Multi-Level Selling
ISA TanTec works with all types of companies include international brands, trading companies and
direct garment manufacturers.

About ISA TrimTec
Under one tannery roof, ISA TanTec also operates a leather trimming division, ISA TrimTec, which
specializes in trims for apparel, bags and shoes. ISA TrimTec offers customized technology options
including debossing, embossing, foiling and printing as well as special finishing. ISA TrimTec strives for
value by adding to the supply chain in terms of manufacturing diversity, cost efficiencies, fast delivery
and risk free RSL performance.

Certificates

SAI003
HES102

TRENDS INSPIRATIONS

Overall, this is the season were we will search for ways to make a
statement with over-dye denim in bold colors like lime green and
purple, offbeat prints, metallic stripes and splashes of color.
Transparent fabrics, excessive embroidery and heaps of
embellishments (sequins, patches, buttons and charms) cohabitate,
making this one of the season's most eclectic and youth-driven trends
The trends also call for snow wash jeans, open-end denim, jeans with
cinched-in waists and big belt. Other '80s accents include offbeat
brights, archival seam details, diagonal designs, color blocking,
structured shoulders and creased front jeans.
Logos and bold branding come into play with the trend's relaxed
athleisure side. Tear-away pants, denim and jersey jackets,
elasticized accents, jean shorts with sporty piping and varsity letters
are key. The trend also hints to a revival of American prep like rugby
and polo shirts.

Another of the trends movements calls for a mash-up of cultures with indigo prints inspired by Moroccan and
Portuguese tile or laid back hippie tie-dye effect. The trend also wants feathers, fur and fur prints, aiming for
a trendy american indian inspired looks, but always with and edgy and modern vibe.

The spring / summer trends showcase concepts with roots in cultural movements, streetwear, the outdoor market and,
most of all, nostalgia.
The goal of the season is to reinvent traditional weaves in modern ways.
There is a common feel of rebellion that asks for old, washed out denim looks. The washed jeans must have a gray or
brown tint and many rips for a destruction look.
The new style also embrace hippy culture and eclecticism by creating a bohemian lifestyle through a streetwear lens;
Effortless fabrics and carefree tie-dyes allow the wearer to be at ease in their own skin. The denim is oversized and
layered with technical fabrics and silhouettes from the athleisure world. It's often embellished with practical zips and
pockets, coatings and super-light-weight fabrics like nylon. It's worth to notice that the nylon brings more and more
bright pop colors to the everyday wear.

In some cases, bad taste is so bad that it's good, the slogan of the season should be "Fashion is an attitude".
Among the more eccentric concepts, we will see raver- style jeans with wide legs and high waists, layered
denim jackets and jeans with double waist bands.
Steel gray, white, black and icy indigos capture the futuristic idea people had about fashion for the new
millennium. The Y2K base colors are popped with fuchsia, bright green, mint green, resin coatings and
metallic finishes.
Lurex weaves, rhinestones, mirror-like metallics, organza overlays and iridescent sparkle add a youthful
touch. Meanwhile, corset seaming, destroyed surfaces and skin-baring, lace-up constructions deliver a
"trashed" look.
In this season, the awareness about the environment has reached its highest. Now that fashion is finally
showing concern for the environment, the ecological alternatives are endless. A bevy of recycled fibers (from
cotton and polyester to nylon) will be introduced during this season.
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Chalk A

Warm Beige

White

Sahara

Stone

Black

Wheat

Leather Brown

Brown

True Red

Silver Birch

Pearl Blue

Speamint

Gold

Black

Vintage Grey (kx-07)
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